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Class Activity
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Write a method that takes in two int arrays and finds the longest 
common subsequence between them.

Example:

2, 5, 7, 10, 11, 3, 5

5, 5, 7, 10, 12, 5, 5

Returns : 5, 7, 10
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Overloading
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Sometimes a program has two methods with the same name but
differing in the number or types of parameters, known as
method name overloading or just method overloading

Method overloading increases the readability of the program.
This provides flexibility to programmers so that they can call the
same method for different types of data. This makes the code
look clean

public static void printNumbers(int end)
public static void printNumbers(int start, int end)
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How Methods Work
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• Java call stack contains stack frames

• Stack frame contains the information regarding
method and its variables (variables local to the
method)

• A stack frame is added to the call stack when the
execution enters the method. And the stack frame is
removed, from the call stack, for a method, if the
execution is done in the method
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Class Activity 1 (20 minutes)
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Write a program for a teacher that wants to get a report on his 
class. There are 10 students in this class.

The teacher will insert the name and student’s grade (from 100). 
The teacher is generous and will give scale the grades so that the 
top student gets 100. This mean all the students’ grade will 
increase for (100-max). 

Report the number of failures (under 60), average grade, and 
complete class report that includes “name: final grade”.  



Class Activity 2 (20 minutes)
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Guessing Game (two players!)

This game considers a random number between 1-100, and allow the 
users to take 10 guesses. The user with lowest number of guess will 
win the game!

Start the game by taking in the users name and at the end of the game 
print proper message that includes the guesses of each player with 
their name! 

Note that a game will end in tie if the number of guesses are equal!


